YAVNEH COLLEGE – JEWISH STUDIES DEPARTMENT – RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Understand the challenges
facing religious thought from
areas such as science,
secularisation, migration and
multi-cultural societies and
changing gender roles

POST‐18

Exam
Prep

Lunchtime support
throughout the
year

Challenges

Development

Examine how philosophy of
religion has, over time,
influenced and been
influenced by developments
in religious beliefs about the
nature of G-d

Living

Insight

Foundations

Study meta-ethical
theories and how
ethical language in
the modern era has
changed over time

How the study of ethics has,
over time, influenced and
been influenced by
developments in religious
beliefs and practices,
societal norms and
normative theories

Theological and
Philosophical
Developments

Normative
Ethical Theories

YEAR

12

Philosophical
Language
and Thought

Normative Ethical
Theories: Religious
Approaches
Understanding
normative ethical
theories taking a religious
approach to moral
decision-making

Understand
different beliefs
and values
relating to life and
death

13

Mock
Prep

Study Significant
concepts and
issues in the
philosophy of
religion through
the works of key
thinkers

Study contrasting
arguments about
the existence or
non-existence of
G-d.

Continue to exam
skills

Ethical
Language:
Meta-ethics

Lunchtime support
throughout the
year

Application of ethical theory,
including religious ethical
perspectives to issues of
importance

Study a number
of different
religions and
compare and
contrast with
each other and
Judaism

Discuss university
courses

Prepare pupils
for their GCSEs

Study the
different
places of
worship and
different forms
of worship

Exam
Prep

Worship &
Practice

Lunchtime support
throughout the
year

Essay writing
support

Understand
different beliefs
and values
relating to peace
and conflict

Understand
different beliefs
and values relating
to rights equality
and social justice

End of Unit
Exam
Questions
Study the origins of
religion and how this
and religious texts as
well as sources of
authority have an
impact on the
religious community
today.

YEAR

Life &
Death

Peace
and
Conflict

End of Unit
Exam
Questions

End of Unit
Exam
Questions

World
Religions

End of Unit
Exam
Questions

11
Lunchtime support
throughout the
year

Rights,
Equality and
Social Justice

Reminder of how
to answer exam
style questions

Chagim

Learn about the
different
chagim in
relation to
festivals of other
religions

Exam Question
Sctructure

YEAR

Learn about the
different chagim in
relation to festivals of
other religions

10

Introduction to Religious Studies at Yavneh College

Look out for
exciting RS
opportunities

Rules and intro to
RS in the school.

Study
significant
ideas in
religious and
moral thought

Prepare pupils
for mocks

YEAR

Applied
Ethics

Understand
different
beliefs and
values
relating to
the
universe,
creation
and place
of human
beings

Understand the origins and
development of Judaism and the
sources of wisdom w=on which it is
based

Beliefs, teachings
and ideas about
human life, the
world and ultimate
reality

Understand the diversity of ethics and
practice, including those that shape and
express religious identity, the role of the
community of believers and key moral
principles

Understanding the
relationship
between religion
and society

Prepare pupils for
A Level

Study the nature and
influence of religious
experience and the
challenge posed to
religious belief by the
problems of evil and
suffering

Studying a
deontological
and
teleological
approach to
decision
making

Society

Understand significant
social and historical
developments in Jewish
thought, such as those
influenced by ethics,
philosophy or studies of
religion

RS

Study different
views about
the
understanding
of religious
teachings and
how views of
religious
language has
changed over
time

Understand
the festivals
and
celebration of
Judaism and
know of the
importance
and
significance of
pilgrimages

End of Unit
Exam
Questions

